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Our Approach

Power ServicesPower Services

CPS National offers independent consultancy, design, in-house manufacturing, installation and tailored remote 
monitoring and maintenance programs across a range of both standardised and customised DC solutions. This 
capability enables us to provide full turnkey solutions throughout Australia and ensure that your critical power 
equipment is correctly designed, installed and maintained.

Design Manufacture Install Monitor and 
Maintain

Design

Our in-house engineers draw on their expertise to custom-design power generation infrastructure to specified 
client requirements. With dedicated assembly facilities accredited to Australian Standards located in both Sydney 
and Perth, we can design and engineer solutions for applications all over Australia.

Monitor and Maintain

Utilising either 4G or satellite technology,  remote monitoring systems 
transmit critical operational data in real time, including battery power 
storage levels, solar PV efficiency and overall system health, without the 
need for on-site attendance.

Install

Our on-site teams have amassed significant experience in the installation 
and commissioning of critical power infrastructure within some of the 
most demanding metropolitan, regional and remote locations Australia 
wide.

Manufacture

Our engineering and manufacturing specialists work hand-in-hand to ensure that our solutions are tailored to 
our clients requirements, providing significant technological and commercial value to the site on which they 
are deployed.

Operating from strategic locations on both the east and west coast of Australia, CPS National are able to provide 
specialised technicians to assist with the up-keep of your asset Australia-wide.



DC and Critical Power SystemsDC and Critical Power Systems

Remote Area 
Signalling

Remote Rail Signalling

As is the nature with large scale rail networks, time-complexities mean one 
signal outage has the potential to create widespread disruption across 
the network and increase safety risks. In remote areas, signal integrity 
is paramount due to the increased response times associated with their 
isolated location.

Remote Communication

Similarly, remote area communication infrastructure also requires robust 
and reliable power solutions to support their often autonomous operation.

CPS National design both standardised and bespoke DC power solutions 
for remote or off-grid applications and provide a continuous and reliable 
power supply.

Telecommunication 
Power Systems

Industrial Grade UPSBattery Systems

Battery Supply, Testing, Servicing and Replacement

From the initial supply of an appropriate battery solution to solve 
your unique DC power problems, mid-life testing and servicing, 
through to the end-of-life battery replacement, CPS National’s 
specialised technicians will work to ensure your batteries continue to 
function efficiently.

Industrial Battery Chargers

CPS National’s industrial battery chargers are custom designed 
and engineered to customer specifications for operation within 
harsh environments including mining, rail and tunnelling amongst 
others. Robust and reliable solutions, these chargers are able to be 
manufactured to a variety of power outputs and provide significant 
value to work-sites Australia wide, ensuring the continuity of critical 
power 24 hours per day.

Battery Systems

Remote Area Power Systems



Mobile and Telecommunications Network Exchange 
Power Systems

The need for a continuous, reliable power supply for ongoing operation 
adds an additional layer of complexity to any telecommunications 
exchange maintenance or upgrade works.

Telecommunication Power 
Systems

DC Power Plant Live Cut-overs

Experts in the live cut-over of DC loads, 
CPS National can replace or upgrade 
your existing DC power plant without 
interruption to the usual load supply.

This seamless transition is achieved 
by pre-migrating all loads onto a 
temporary DC power plant whilst 
upgrade works are undertaken on the 
existing system.

The pre-migration of all loads onto a 
temporary DC power plant facilitates 
the completion of works on the pre-
existing system whilst ensuring no 
interruptions to the existing loads.

DC Power Plant Design and Commissioning

With manufacturing facilities located in both Sydney and Perth, CPS 
National possess the scope to design, manufacture and commission DC 
power solutions for application anywhere in Australia. Drawing on our 
position within the wider Ampcontrol Group, clients can have confidence 
that their DC power projects are backed by market leading electrical 
engineering expertise.

Offering significant flexibility in their application, DC power plants offer 
a robust power solution for application within telecommunications 
network exchanges.
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Industrial Grade Uninterruptible Power Supply

CPS National’s industrial grade UPS systems offer significant value 
to a broad industry selection including telecommunications, aviation, 
utilities, hospitals, oil and gas, mining and rail.

Key features of our UPS include low harmonic distortion, a modular 
design with 2N+1 redundancy, TCP-IP or SNMP or MODBUS 
network based power management, manual and static bypass for 
AC applications, IP20, IP42 or IP56 fan filtered/air conditioning 
cabinets to operate up to 55 degrees celcius in indoor and outdoor 
applications.

CPS National can design, commission and install industrial grade 
Uninterruptible Power Supply systems to suit a number of industry 
applications, safeguarding your critical infrastructure from a mains 
power failure.

Industrial Grade UPS

Specialists in the design, construction, commissioning and 
operation of critical DC power systems and battery chargers

 z AS/NZS 45001 Health and Safety 
Management Systems

 z Australian Government 
Building and Construction WHS 
Accreditation – Office of the 
Federal Safety Commissioner

 z Building Work Contractor PV 
Solar Power Installation (SA)

 z Contractor Accreditation Limited 
(CAL) Power generation systems 
LV, renewable energy design and 
install

 z RTIO CAT3 supplier

 z Clean Energy Council Accredited 
Installers:

 z Grid-connect Design/
Supervise and SPS PV, Design 
Only of Photovoltaic Power 
Systems, Hybrid

 z Grid-connect Design only and 
SPS PV Design & Install of 
Photovoltaic Power Systems, 
Wind, Hybrid

 z Grid-connect Design/
Supervise and SPS PV, Design 
& Install of Photovoltaic Power 
Systems, Wind

 z ISO9001 Quality Management 
Systems

 z ISO14001 Environmental 
Management Systems



Project ExperienceProject Experience

DC Replacement and Live Cut Over

Project Scope:

Replacement of a 100 kW DC power plant with a 
250kW alternative without interruption to the load or 
service including significant reconfiguration of AC 
supplies.

Outcome:

The team successfully replaced the existing power 
plant with a higher capacity alternative, whilst 
successfully migrating all loads and services 
without interruption to supply.

Wet Cell Battery Replacement

Project Scope:

Removal and replacement of four 48V battery 
strings of wet 2V 3,200ah batteries whilst adhering 
to stringent removal methodology to avoid potential 
damage to the structural integrity of the building.

Outcome:

The team successfully completed the removal and 
replacement of the 96 battery blocks, of which 
totalled 34.5 tonnes. The project was completed on 
time and budget with zero incidents.

Installation of a Hybrid Power System for 
Network Tower

Project Scope:

Installation of a Hybrid Solar Power System 
to support a customers recently upgraded 
telecommunication network tower in remote South 
Australia

Outcome:

Despite experiencing inclement weather conditions 
that impacted site access throughout the project, 
the team successfully delivered the power system 
installation on time and to a high quality. 

Design, Manufacture and Installation of 
48V DC Power System

Project Scope:

Design, manufacture and installation of a 
replacement 48V DC power system including a DC 
distribution board, AC captive outlet and circuit, AC 
surge filter and a generator input.

Outcome:

The replacement 48V DC power system was 
successfully designed, manufactured and installed 
into an environment that carries significant public 
visibility should installation issues have arisen.




